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The Solar Neighborhood

The majority of all solar-type stars are formed in binary systems! 
Do they have planets?

(National Geographic)



Part 1: Planet Formation & 
How Binaries Systems 
Complicate the Picture



(Bate 2009)

Canonical Model of Star/Planet Formation

Step 1: Cloud collapses into protostars



Canonical Model of Star/Planet Formation

Step 2: Disks Form
Because Angular Momentum is Conserved

(Lagrange et al. 2010)

(M. McCaughrean, C. O’Dell, NASA)



Planet Formation Via Core Accretion
Step 3: Planets form from 

“Bottom Up” 
Dust => Pebbles => Boulders => 

Planetesimals => Planets => 
Gas Giants

L100 DODSON-ROBINSON ET AL. Vol. 688

Fig. 1.—Left: Mass of Saturn as a function of time. Solid lines represent model S0 (reduced grain opacity) and dashed lines represent model S1 (full grain
opacity). The black curves show the total planet mass, the blue curves show the solid mass only (presumed to be concentrated in the core), and the red curves
show the gas mass. Saturn reaches its current mass, 95 M!, in 3.4 Myr. Right: Remaining solid surface density, not yet accreted by Saturn, as a function of time.
Solid line shows model S0 and dashed line shows model S1. The sharp upturn at 3.3 Myr in S0 is due to the rapid expansion of Saturn’s feeding zone when
hydrodynamic gas accretion begins.

In this Letter, we will relax this assumption and also investigate
the limiting case of 100% interstellar grain opacity with respect
to Saturn.

If the fiducial disk from Paper I can form Saturn within 2–
3 Myr, we will have successful core accretion models of the
two gas giants forming near their present positions in a grav-
itationally stable disk (see Paper I for a discussion of the solar
nebula dynamics).

In § 2, we describe our theoretical treatment of the core
accretion process. In § 3, we discuss the results of our simu-
lations, with special emphasis on formation timescale, effect
of atmospheric opacity, and core/atmosphere mass ratio. We
present our conclusions in § 4.

2. THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF CORE ACCRETION

We use the theoretical model of planet formation described
by Laughlin et al. (2004) to model the core accretion and gas
capture of proto-Saturn. Initially, a protoplanetary core of mass

is embedded at Saturn’s heliocentric distance, 9.5 AU, inM!

a viscously evolving disk of age yr, surrounding a51.5 # 10
T Tauri star of mass 1 M,. We assume that by yr,51.5 # 10
the available dust has formed 100 km planetesimals that are
invulnerable to gas drag (Weidenschilling 1977): planetesimal
orbits are modified only by interactions with proto-Saturn. Gas
temperature and density are regulated by viscous evolution of
the solar nebula. We use the time-evolving temperature and
density at 9.5 AU, beginning at yr, as calculated5t p 1.5 # 10
in Paper I.

The contraction and buildup of protoplanetary cores and their
gaseous envelopes embedded in our model evolving disk are
computed with a Henyey-type code (Henyey et al. 1964). Fol-
lowing the argument of Podolak (2003) that grain settling in
the protoplanetary envelope would reduce envelope opacity
where grains exist, we adopt grain opacities of 2% of the in-
terstellar values used in Pollack et al. (1996) in our fiducial
model, which we will call S0. However, in order to assess the
effect of envelope opacity on Saturn’s formation timescale, we
present a second core-accretion simulation, S1, using full in-
terstellar grain opacity.

We use a core accretion rate of the form

dMcore p C pS R R Q (2)1 solid c hdt

(Papaloizou & Terquem 1999), where is the surface den-Ssolid

sity of solid material in the disk, Q is the orbital frequency at
9.5 AU, is the effective capture radius of the protoplanetRc

for solid particles, is the tidal radius1/3R p a[M /(3M )]h planet ∗
of the protoplanet (where a is the semimajor axis of the pro-
toplanet’s orbit), and is a constant near unity.C1

The outer boundary conditions for the protoplanet include
the decrease with time in the background nebular density and
temperature. During the late phase of planet growth, when
planetesimals may be ablated by the massive envelope before
reaching the core, we consider a planetesimal captured if it
deposits 50% or more of its mass in the envelope. At this stage,
we invoke the sinking approximation and assume the ablated
planetesimal debris sinks rapidly to the planet core without
leaving remnants in the envelope.

3. RESULTS

In both simulations (S0 and S1), we start the core accretion
model with midplane temperature, gas density and solid surface
density from the solar nebula model of Paper I. This model
has two key features favoring planet formation that are missing
from passive disk models: (1) viscous stresses drive the initial

surface density profile toward uniformity, so that!3/2S ∝ R
Saturn’s feeding zone gains mass during the first yr45 # 10
of disk evolution, and (2) the presence of hydrated ammonia
ice at the snow line increases the solid surface density by 7%
over the standard water-ice-rock-refractory CHON mixture. We
use a starting solid surface density of 8.6 g cm (Paper I)!2

which decreases with time as proto-Saturn captures
planetesimals.

Figure 1 (left) shows the growth of Saturn from a core of 1
M! to its present-day mass of 95 M!. Solid lines correspond
to the S0 model (in which grains quickly settle and sublimate,
reducing their contribution to envelope opacity by an assumed
factor of 50), and dashed lines show the S1 model (in which
grains stay in the envelope and opacity due to grains takes on

Dodson-Robinson et al. (2008)

(NASA/JPL-Caltech)



Planet Formation from the Bottom Up
Dust, to pebbles, to 
boulders, to 
asteroids…eventually to 
planets, and maybe 
Jupiters

Orbital Radius in Astronomical Units

Movie by S. Raymond
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The Stages of Star/Planet Formation

Isella (2006)

Age ~ 105 years

Age ~ 105-106 years

Age ~ 106-107 years

Age > 107 years



Obstacle #1: Disk Sculpting
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Above: Beust (2002)
Left: Artymowicz & Lubow (1994)

H. Beust: Symplectic integration of hierarchical stellar system 1139

Fig. 10. Upper view of the four-body GG Tau system with its circumbinary disk, as simulated with the HJS integrator. The first plot a) shows
the initial disk together with the four stars and the wide orbit. The following plots show the evolution of the system after b) 44 000 yr, i.e., after
the first periastron passage between the two binaries, after c) 1.5 × 106 yr, i.e., something comparable to the present age of GG Tau, and after
d) 1.5 × 107 yr, at the end of the simulation. We see how the disk is progressively sculpted by the successive periastron passages. The residual
disk closely matches the observed one. We also note the secular precession of the periastron of the wide orbit over the simulation time.

3.4. The Castor sextuple system

As a final test for the HJS integrator, we briefly investigate
here the dynamics of the remarkable sextuple system Castor
(αGem). αGem itself is a visual binary (Castor A and B) with a
present angular separation of 3.9′′. This corresponds to a phys-
ical separation of ∼58 AU, thanks to the parallax measurement
by Hipparcos (66.90 ± 0.63 mas; Torres & Ribas 2002). The
orbit between Castor A and B is well known (Heintz 1988),
with an orbital period of of 467 yr. Each of these components
is itself a single-lined spectroscopic binary, with orbital peri-
ods of a few days. A more distant, eclipsing binary (Castor C,
or YY Gem), is seen at 71′′. It is located at the same distance as
the rest of the system, and it is therefore probably bound to the
whole system. YY Gem is a double-lined spectroscopic binary
with a period of 0.814 day. The whole system is thus sextuple.

As noted by Torres & Ribas (2002), the individual masses
of the six individual components can be deduced from com-
bined observations and modeling. Most of the characteristics

of the different orbits constituting the system are also known
(Torres & Ribas 2002).

The summary of known dynamical information about the
Castor system is given in Table 1. These data are extracted from
Torres & Ribas (2002) and Heintz (1988), and converted using
the Hipparcos parallax. The hierarchical system consists thus
of six stars and five orbits. From here on, we adopt the fol-
lowing numbering convention: orbits #1, #2 and #3 will be the
internal orbits of binaries A, B and C, respectively. Orbit #4
will be the orbit between Castor A and Castor B, and orbit #5
will be wide orbit between Castor C and the rest of the system
(Castor A+B) (see Table 1).

Of course many orbital parameters are still unknown, de-
spite a large amount of observational data. The best known or-
bit is orbit #4, the orbital motion of Castor B with respect to
Castor A, as the motion of both binaries has been now followed
for several tens of years (Heintz 1988). Conversely, the motion
of Castor C around Castor A+B (orbit #5) is poorly known,
as only a projected separation of 1060 AU can be inferred.

Gaps are typically opened to 1/3 and 3x the binary semimajor axis.



Obstacle #2: Planetesimal Stirring

A case study for Kepler-34 AB+b, 
showing planetesimal eccentricity 
evolution (right) and accretion vs
erosion (above). (Lines et al. 2014)

Planetesimal sizes rapidly begin grinding down instead of growing up.



Obstacle #3: Disk Dissipation

In binaries, the outer disk is directly exposed to erosion via 
photoevaporation and boils away. (e.g., Alexander 2012)

r / AU

normalized mass
loss rate r2 Σw

r = rg

EUV
only

EUV + X-ray 
ionizing flux

hot, bound disk
atmosphere

photoevaporative flow, 

v = few - 10 km s-1

diffuse field

FUV
irradiation

Add 
binary 
here?

(P. Armitage)



Obstacle #4: Orbital Stability
19
97
AJ
..
..
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W

Stable orbital configurations in the Alpha Cen AB system, in circumstellar (left) 
and circumbinary (right) configurations. (Wiegert & Holman 1997)

Even if planets form, only (a fraction of) those in restricted ranges of 
parameter space will remain on stable orbits across the MS lifetime.



Obstacles to Planet Formation

Disk
Truncation

Planetesimal
Stirring

Enhanced
Evaporation

Ejections

See papers by:
Alexander, Beust, 
Haghighipour, Lissauer, 
Lubow, Martin, and 
many others

Isella (2006)



Observational Tests

Old Planetary Systems

Debris Disks

Protoplanetary Disks

Protostellar Disks

Isella (2006)



Despite These Obstacles…

So why do some 
planetary systems 

successfully navigate 
this series of obstacles? 
And which ones don’t?

the velocity offsets of the different data sets. Subtracting
these velocity offsets from an individual data set will place
them all on the same RV scale. The line in Figure 1 shows
the combined orbital solution to ! Cep. Figure 3 shows the
‘‘ planet-only ’’ orbital solution after subtracting the
contribution of the binary orbit to the RVmeasurements.

Table 5 lists the orbital parameters for the the stellar com-
panion. The errors listed are the correlated errors that are

produced by GaussFit. The largest error occurs in the
period, since our observations span about 20 yr, or about
one-third of the binary orbit. Note that the reduced "2 of
the ‘‘ binary-only ’’ orbital solution is rather large (4.36),
indicating the presence of additional RV variations.

Griffin, Carquillat, &Ginestet (2002) presented an orbital
solution for the stellar companion to ! Cep. They combined
RV measurements spanning over 100 yr taken at five
observatories. These measurements included the CFHT
data, as well as some of our McDonald Observatory mea-
surements (read from an enlarged copy of a published
graph!). The parameters of their orbital solution are also
listed in Table 5. In spite of the more limited time span of
our observations, our orbital solution agrees quite well with
the Griffin et al. orbit.

Table 6 lists the GaussFit orbital parameters for the sub-
stellar companion. Also listed is the rms scatter of the indi-
vidual data sets about the combined orbital solution. The
period of 2.48 yr and semiamplitude of 27.5 m s!1 are con-
sistent with the values found by Walker et al. (1992), using
only the CFHT data set. Note that the reduced "2 is

 

Fig. 1.—Combined (planet+stellar) orbital solution to all RV data sets for ! Cep. Circles represent the CFHT measurements of Walker et al. (1992). All
other symbols represent data taken atMcDonaldObservatory. Triangles represent measurements using telluric O2 as the reference (phase I), squares represent
measurements using an iodine absorption cell (phase II), and inverted triangles represent I2 measurements, but with the large wavelength coverage 2dcoudé
spectrograph (phase III).

Fig. 2.—Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the combined RVmeasurements
for ! Cep after removal of the RV variations due to the stellar companion.
Top: CFHT data alone. Middle: Periodogram of the combined
CHFT+McDonald phase I and II data. Bottom: Periodogram of all
measurements. The FAP for the peak in each periodogram is shown in each
panel. This was computed using the equation given in Scargle (1982).

TABLE 4

Velocity Offsets for the Data Sets

Data Set
Velocity Offset

(m s!1)

CFHT.......................... 1294.6" 108
McD phase I ................ 2232.3" 108
McD phase II ............... 2040.8" 110
McD phase III ............. 864.7" 108

1386 HATZES ET AL. Vol. 599

Hatzes et al. (2003)

Planets are being 
found:
l Gamma Cep
l GJ 86
l HD 196885
l Kepler-16

Doyle et al. (2011)



Part 2: The Impact of Multiplicity 
on Protoplanetary Disk 
Existence & Lifetime



We Know How to Find Disks
Two Main Signatures:

Accretion (left): Matter falling 
onto the star(s)
Disk Excess (above): Cool 
blackbody radiation from dust 
heated by stellar radiation

(Morrow et al. 2008)

Kraus et al. 2009)



The Disk (and Disk-Free) Sample
No. 2, 2010 THE TAURUS SPITZER SURVEY 295

Figure 8. Physical location of various samples of Taurus objects on the 160 µm image (reverse grayscale): (top left) previously identified Taurus members (green
circles), which tend to follow 160 µm emission; (top right) all new candidate objects: green diamonds = grade A, yellow boxes = grade B, red circles = grade C,
× = extragalactic; (bottom left) the 47 new Taurus objects: green diamonds = new members, yellow boxes = probable new members, red circles = possible new
members. The confirmed new Taurus members thus far tend to be found near the previously identified Taurus objects.

interquartile range. For cases like those found in, e.g., Rebull
et al. (2006a), there are upper limits in the distribution, and the
Kaplan–Meier (K-M) estimator for censored data can be used to
take into account the upper limits present in the data. However,
in this present case, for each of the Spitzer points, we have both
upper and lower limits in the distribution, so the K-M estimator
fails. The offset gray boxes in Figure 10 use all of the upper and
lower limits as real detections at the location of the limit. The
influence of the large number of limits can particularly be seen at
MIPS bands, where the lower edges of the box are substantially

lower with the limits included as real detections than without.
There are no detections at 160 µm among the 34 new member
stars, so only limits can be used.

The solid line near the medians is the “median Taurus SED”
from D’Alessio et al. (1999). It is clear that we have not
compensated for reddening in the optical bands, as the D’Alessio
SED is significantly above our medians at blue wavelengths
(shorter than 1 µm). (D’Alessio et al. individually dereddened
the SEDs before combining them to get the median; we would
need to apply a reddening of about AJ = 0.8 to the D’Alessio

Over the past 
decade, Spitzer has 
yielded a complete 
census of disks 
within all the nearest 
star-forming regions.

(Cue uncomfortable silence on 
completeness for disk-free stars. 
Gaia is helping a lot on this 
front!)

(Rebull et al. 2010)



How do we identify binary systems?

Adaptive Optics Imaging
Speckle Imaging
Space Observatories

Soon: Gaia Astrometry?

RV Monitoring
(Kraus et al. 2017)

(Palomar Observatory/NASA-JPL)
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Correct the turbulence introduced 
by the atmosphere, and you can 

concentrate the light of the primary 
star away from any companion 

stars (or planets).

Finding Binaries: Adaptive Optics

(lyot.org)



Binary Surveys 
of Young Stars

To pick one example, my 
collaboration has observed 
>400 young stars in many 
nearby SFRs. (Kraus et al. 2008, 
2011; Ireland et al. 2011; Cheetham et 
al. 2015)

(Keck Observatory)



Jensen et al. (1996)
l First large study of disks 

in binary systems, using 
millimeter flux to indicate 
disk existence+mass

l Found that the most 
luminous objects were 
all among the wider 
binaries; maybe fewer 
(or less massive?) disks 
among tighter binaries?

Jensen et al. (1996)

Filled: Detections
Open: Upper Limits



Ghez et al. (1997)

FIG. 3ÈContinued

TABLE 4

STELLAR AND CIRCUMSTELLAR PROPERTIES

DM94 S94

SPECTRAL SPECTRAL TYPE A
V

log (L ) *B@ *K Mass Age Mass Age
SOURCE NAME TYPE REFERENCES (mag) (L

_
) (dex) (dex) (M

_
) (Myr) (M

_
) (Myr)

GG Tau A . . . . . . . . . . . . . M0 1 0.09 ^ 0.54 [0.22 ^ 0.15 0.05 0.28 0.39 0.7 0.50 1.5
GG Tau B . . . . . . . . . . . . . M4 0.09 ^ 0.54 [0.77 ^ 0.23 [0.01 0.35 0.13 0.29 0.32 2.5
GG Tau /c A . . . . . . . . . . M5 1 0.60 ^ 1.35 [1.08 ^ 0.32 0.22 0.00 0.09 0.27 0.31 5
GG Tau /c B . . . . . . . . . . M5.5 0.60 ^ 1.35 [1.87 ^ 0.47 \0.23 0.07 0.04 0.5 \0.15 18
UZ Tau W A . . . . . . . . . M3 1 0.16 ^ 0.76 [0.63 ^ 0.15 0.09 0.28 0.23 1.2 0.37 2.1
UZ Tau W B . . . . . . . . . . M3 0.16 ^ 0.76 [0.74 ^ 0.17 0.21 0.14 0.21 1.5 0.40 3.0
UZ Tau E . . . . . . . . . . . . . M1.5 1 0.15 ^ 0.38 [0.56 ^ 0.13 0.26a 0.73a 0.35 1.5 0.47 2.8
DF Tau A . . . . . . . . . . . . . M0 2 0.04 ^ 0.51 [0.29 ^ 0.13 0.28 0.58 0.41 0.9 0.54 1.9
DF Tau B . . . . . . . . . . . . . M3 0.04 ^ 0.51 [0.24 ^ 0.11 0.09 0.20 0.22 0.11 0.27 0.8
RW Aur A . . . . . . . . . . . . . K1 3 0.32 ^ 0.11 0.21 ^ 0.02 0.17 0.43 1.42 4.5 1.42 6.2
RW Aur B-C . . . . . . . . . . K7 0.32 ^ 0.11 [0.71 ^ 0.03 0.08 0.41 0.70 10 0.78 18
RW Aur C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \[2.27b . . . . . . \0.045b . . . \0.15b . . .
V773 Tau A SB1 . . . . . . K2 4 1.48 ^ 0.10 0.31 ^ 0.08 0.08a 0.12a 1.30 2.0 1.48 3.0
V773 Tau A SB2 . . . . . . K5 3 1.48 ^ 0.10 0.09 ^ 0.08 0.08a 0.12a 0.73 1.0 0.97 2.0
V773 Tau C . . . . . . . . . . . K3 1.48 ^ 0.10 0.07 ^ 0.22 [0.17 0.02 0.40 0.45 0.57 0.85
V410 Tau A-B . . . . . . . . K4 5 0.67 ^ 0.18 0.33 ^ 0.04 0.06 [0.04 0.86 0.8 1.11 1.4
V410 Tau B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \[1.15b . . . . . . \0.08b . . . \0.15b . . .
V410 Tau C . . . . . . . . . . . M6 0.67 ^ 0.18 [1.25 ^ 0.09 \0.15 0.06 0.08 0.3 0.27 7.5

a The derived properties for UZ Tau East, a single-lined spectroscopic binary, are attributed to the primary star. The *B@ and *K excess measured for
V773 Tau A is from the combined SED of both spectroscopic components.

b The luminosity and mass upper limits given for RW Aur C and V410 Tau B were derived from the Ñux upper limits assuming the undetected(Table 1),
source is coeval (see ° 4.1.2).

SPECTRAL TYPE et al. (2) & Bell (3) & Bertout (4) (5) & BatalhaREFERENCES.ÈHartigan 1994 ; Herbig 1988 ; Basri 1989 ; Welty 1995 ; Basri 1990.

l Constructed detailed 
infrared SEDs for stars 
that were known to be 
close binary systems

l Observed 8 close binaries 
and found that several 
hosted stable 
protoplanetary disks



White & Ghez
(2001)

284 WHITE & GHEZ Vol. 556

lated. One possible concern is that larger continuum
excesses may lead to smaller EW(Ha) values since the
EW(Ha) is simply a ratio of Ha to continuum Ñux. Calcu-
lating the luminosity of Ha emission eliminates the contin-
uum dependence. In Figure 6 (bottom right), the Ha
luminosities are also compared to their optical excesses for
the same sample of T Tauri stars. The continuum levels
used to determine the Ha luminosities are estimated from
reddening-corrected magnitudes. Although the Ha lumi-RCnosities are modestly correlated with the levels of optical
excess emission, there is still considerable scatter in the rela-
tion and there is a small overlap in the Ha luminosities for
systems with and without optical excesses. In the following
analysis, only the nEW(Ha) is used as a tracer of circumstel-
lar accretion.

3.2.2. Assigning T Tauri Types
The nEW(Ha) values and the K[L colors show the most

distinct distributions of values for systems with optical
excesses compared to systems without optical excesses (Fig.
6). Thus, both could be used for classifying T Tauri types
(CTTS vs. WTTS; ° 2.1). We adopt the nEW(Ha) for dis-
tinguishing CTTSs and WTTSs since it is the more com-
monly used determinant. High accretion rate stars,
however, are distinguished from CTTSs with more moder-
ate accretion rates by their red K[L colors (° 3.1.1). The
assigned T Tauri types for the components of the binary
sample are listed in Table 5. In the absence of spatially
resolved Ha measurements, K[L colors are used to assign
the T Tauri types : K[L \ 0.4 are WTTSs (V410 Tau A),
0.4 \ K[L \ 1.4 are CTTSs (UZ Tau Ba, UZ Tau Bb).
These types are marked in Table 5 with a colon. The T
Tauri types of the components without spatially resolved
Ha or K[L measurements are assigned based on UV
excesses (Fig. 6) : *U \ 0.8 mag are WTTSs (V773 Tau A,
V773 Tau C, V410 Tau C), *U [ 0.8 mag are CTTSs (DF
Tau A, DF Tau B). These types are marked with a double
colon in Table 5. The types assigned from K[L colors and
U-band excesses are consistent with the T Tauri types
assigned to the unresolved systems as determined from Ha
emission (Table 1).

One single star (IQ Tau) and several binary star com-
ponents (IS Tau B, LkHa 332/G1 A, LkHa 332/G1 B, FV
Tau/c A) have weak Ha emission (i.e., below the CTTS
limit) but red K[L colors (greater than 0.5 mag). Con-
versely, a few stars (GM Aur, FP Tau, FO Tau B) have
strong Ha emission but photospheric K[L colors. The T
Tauri types assigned to these peculiar stars therefore
depend on whether the nEW(Ha) values or K[L colors are
used. In the majority of cases, however (40/43 \ 93% of
single stars ; 33/38 \ 87% of binary star components), the T
Tauri types assigned by the nEW(Ha) values and the K[L
colors are consistent. For the two stars GM Aur and FP
Tau with K[L colors typical of WTTSs, their CTTS types
assigned from the strength of Ha emission are supported by
their optically veiled spectra (Hartigan et al. 1995). No
optical veiling measurements are available for the other
peculiar stars.

3.2.3. T he Observed Circumstellar Properties of
Binary Star Components

Mass accretion rates for the components of the binary
systems resolved optically are calculated following the same
methodology used for the single T Tauri stars. For high
accretion rate stars, these values are very uncertain because

of the large uncertainties in the stellar parameters (° 3.1.1).
Accretion rates determined for WTTSs are assumed to be
upper limits ; an upper limit of 10~10 yr~1 is assignedM

_to V773 Tau A, which has a small negative U-band excess.
The *U values and mass accretion rates are listed in Table
5, along with the K[L colors and EW(Ha) measurements.

In Figure 7, the mass accretion rates, the K[L colors,
and the nEW(Ha) values of primary stars within both CTTS
and WTTS systems are plotted versus the projected separa-
tions of their companions. Systems with a high accretion
rate star are not included since it is unclear which com-

FIG. 7.ÈMass accretion rates, K[L colors, and nEW(Ha) values of the
CTTS primaries (large Ðlled squares) and WTTS primaries (large open
squares) plotted vs. the projected separations of their companions. The
corresponding accretion diagnostics of single CTTSs (small Ðlled circles)
and WTTSs (small open circles) are also plotted with an arbitrary distribu-
tion of separations for comparison. The accretion signatures of primaries
and singles are similar.

l For a large sample, 
measured disk and 
accretion 
diagnostics vs
binary separation

l Still mostly limited 
to >30 AU



Cieza et al. (2009)

Sample has a lot 
going on– many 
input binary surveys, 
and a number of 
correlated 
systematic effects.

But, it shows a trend 
that close binaries 
might lack disks.

No. 1, 2009 PRIMORDIAL CIRCUMSTELLAR DISKS IN BINARY SYSTEMS L85

necessarily reduce accretion disk lifetimes (Bouvier et al. 1997;
Prato & Simon 1997; Ghez et al. 1997; Mathieu et al. 2000).
As a result, the lack of a statistically significant difference in
the multiplicity and/or the binary separation of stars with and
without disk indicators have lead many authors to conclude that
multiplicity does not affect the lifetimes of circumstellar disks
and/or planet formation (e.g., Simon & Prato 1995; Armitage
et al. 2003; Monin et al. 2007; Pascucci et al. 2008). Here
we study a sample of 349 PMS stars, including 125 binaries
with Spitzer data, and show that companions, at the peak of
their separation distribution (∼30 AU), do in fact shorten the
lifetimes of circumstellar disks.

2. THE SAMPLE

We collected projected binary separations from near-IR
multiplicity surveys of PMS stars located in the following nearby
(d < 160 pc) star-forming regions: Ophiuchus (Simon et al.
1995; Prato 2007; Ratzka et al. 2005), Taurus (Leinert et al.
1993; Simon et al. 1995; Kohler & Leinert 1998), Chameleon I
(Lafrenière et al. 2008), and Corona Australis (Köhler et al.
2008).

Most of the surveys were performed using speckle imaging
(Leinert et al. 1993; Kohler & Leinert 1998; Ratzka et al. 2005;
Köhler et al. 2008), but we also include results from lunar
occultation (Simon et al. 1995), radial velocity (Prato 2007),
and adaptive optics (Lafrenière et al. 2008) surveys. The speckle
and adaptive optics surveys are sensitive to binaries down to
projected separations similar to the K-band diffraction limits
of the 3.5–8.2 m telescope used (∼0.06–0.′′13), while the lunar
occultation observations can detect binaries with separations
as small as 0.′′005. The radial velocity surveys are of course
sensitive to binaries at arbitrarily small separations, but are
much less sensitive to wider binaries. As a result, our sample
is highly heterogeneous in terms of completeness. However,
as it will discussed in Section 4, the detection biases of the
different surveys included in our study are unlikely to affect our
conclusions.

Using their Two Micron All Sky Survey coordinates and a
2′′ matching radius, we searched for the Spitzer fluxes of all
the targets from the surveys discussed above in the catalogs
produced by the Cores to Disks (Evans et al. 2003), Taurus
(Padgett et al. 2006b), and Gould Belt (Allen et al. 2007) Legacy
Projects. We focus on the IRAC 3.6 and 8.0 µm fluxes because
(1) these Spitzer Legacy surveys are sensitive enough to reach
the stellar photospheres of virtually all of the multiplicity targets
in all IRAC bands, but not so at the MIPS wavelengths, and
(2) the [3.6]–[8.0] color is the best disk indicator of all IRAC
colors. We found 3.6 and 8.0 µm fluxes with S/N > 5 for
349 of the multiplicity targets, including 125 binaries. Their
coordinates, projected separations (in the case of binaries), and
Spitzer fluxes are listed in Table 1.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Disk Identification

In order to investigate the effect of binaries in the lifetime
of circumstellar disks, we first need to establish the presence
or absence of a circumstellar disk in each one of the systems
in our sample. We do so by using the Spitzer colors as a
disk indicator, as shown in Figure 1. There is a clear break
in the color distribution of the sample around [3.6]–[8.0] =
0.8. Thus, we consider systems with [3.6]–[8.0] < 0.8 to be

Figure 1. [3.6]–[8.0] vs. projected separation for our entire sample to illustrate
our disk identification criterion. Systems with [3.6]–[8.0] < 0.8 are considered
to be diskless, while systems with [3.6]–[8.0] > 0.8 are considered to harbor at
least one disk. The dotted vertical line corresponds to 2.′′4, the angle sustained
by 2 IRAC pixels. Only the few objects to the right of this line are likely to
be resolved by Spitzer. Spectroscopic binaries have been assigned a separation
of 0.′′01. Single stars, shown in light blue, have been assigned a logarithmic
separation of −2.5 plus very small random offsets to better show the density of
objects at a given color.

diskless and systems with [3.6]–[8.0] > 0.8 to harbor at least
one circumstellar disk.

Given the distances involved (125–160 pc) and Spitzer’s
limited resolutions (2.′′0 FWHM at 8.0 µm), the vast majority of
the multiple systems remain unresolved. As a result, except for
very wide separation systems, Spitzer provides no information
on whether the IR excess originates from one or both of the
components in a binary system. The dotted vertical line in
Figure 1 corresponds to 2.′′4, the size of 2 IRAC pixels, which
is the radius of the photometry apertures for the Taurus Legacy
Project data we use. The lower S/N components of multiple
objects detected within 2 pixels of each other have been dropped
from their catalogs. The Cores to Disks and Gould Belt teams
performed point-spread function fitting photometry, but objects
less than 2 pixels apart are still unlikely to be resolved.

From Figure 1, we find that 186 of the 349 objects listed in
Table 1 have an IR excess indicating the presence of a disk,
of which 72 are known to be binaries and 114 are apparently
single stars. Combining the multiplicity and disk identification
information, we find that the disk fraction of multiple stars is
marginally larger than that of stars that appear to be single
(57.6 ± 4% versus 50.9 ±3%). Taken at face value, this result
seems to imply that multiplicity has no effect on the evolution of
circumstellar disks. However, as it will be shown in the following
sections, this initial result can easily be understood in terms of
the incompleteness and biases of the multiplicity surveys and
the limitations of the disk-identification method.

3.2. The Separation Distributions of Stars with and without a
Disk

The theoretical expectation of the effect of multiplicity on
circumstellar disks is that, by tidally truncating each others



Kraus et al. (2012)

In Taurus-Auriga (~2 Myr), the disk fraction is high for single stars and wide 
binaries, but suppressed by a factor of 3 for <40 AU binaries. The majority of 

close binaries don’t host disks, even when singles + wide pairs do.

(Kraus et al. 2012)
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Figure 2. Disk frequency as a function of age for close (ρ ! 40 AU)
binary systems among G, K, and early M primaries in several nearby young
associations. Our results indicate that the majority (∼2/3) of all binary systems
lose their protoplanetary disks at ages of !1 Myr, or perhaps never reformed
a stable disk after the fragmentation of the companion. However, some binary
systems do seem to retain their disk even to ages of ∼10 Myr, similar to single
stars, as 2/9 binaries in nearby moving groups still maintain optically thick
circumbinary disks.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

dispersed their circumstellar disks within an interval shorter
than the typical age of Taurus members (∼2 Myr; Kraus &
Hillenbrand 2009a). Given the harsh dynamical environment
around a binary system, this trend is not unexpected, and signs
of this trend have been suggested for some time (Jensen et al.
1996; Ghez et al. 1997; White & Ghez 2001; Cieza et al. 2009;
Duchêne 2010). However, most of these past surveys had inner
working angles of only ∼100 mas (∼15 AU), so they could
only sample the outermost bin of “close” binary systems seen
in Figure 1. Most of our newly discovered close binary systems
were beyond previous detection limits (Kraus et al. 2011).

5. THE TIMESCALE FOR DISK CLEARING
IN CLOSE BINARY SYSTEMS

Our results suggest that the majority of close binary systems
lose their disks more quickly than single stars, so the next step
should be to estimate the clearing timescale by observing many
populations of different ages. Thus far, we have surveyed only
two populations (Taurus and Upper Sco) with high completeness
to separations of ∼3 AU, so we cannot duplicate this analysis on
a large scale. However, the disk frequency is consistent with a
uniform value for all Taurus binaries with projected separations
of !40 AU, which indicates that we might not need a complete
census of each region. If we bin all binaries with projected
separations of !40 AU, we can then study the disk frequency
of those close binaries in an unbiased manner.

In Figure 2, we plot the disk frequency as a function of
age for the populations described in Section 3 and Table 2.
It appears that even at an age of ∼1 Myr (for Ophiuchus),
the disk frequency for <40 AU binary systems has already
declined to ∼35%. The disk fraction is similar at the age of
∼2 Myr (Taurus and Cha-I), but declines to 5+10

−2 % at the age of
Upper Sco (∼5 Myr). By contrast, the overall disk frequency
for the combined single and binary population remains high
(∼80%–90%) through the age of Taurus before plummeting
by the age of Upper Sco. The inference is that the single-star
frequency remains even higher than the overall frequency in
populations like Ophiuchus and Taurus. The relation between
age and disk frequency for binary systems is sampled too

sparsely to choose or fit a specific functional form, but the
overall shape is similar for both binary systems and single stars,
with only a multiplicative factor of ∼3 separating them. We
therefore suggest that ∼2/3 of all close binary systems clear
their disks extremely quickly, within !1 Myr of the end of
envelope accretion. The other ∼1/3 of close binary systems
evolve on a timescale similar to that of single stars.

From a theoretical standpoint, it is unclear how quickly
binary systems should be expected to lose their circumstellar
disks. Observations of Class I protostars suggest that material
accretes from the envelope onto the protostellar disk at a
characteristic radius of ∼50 AU away from the primary star
(e.g., Watson et al. 2007), a distance which likely depends on the
characteristic angular momentum left in the envelope. From this
point, material then should accrete to the central star via viscous
evolution of the disk. However, this picture could be complicated
by the presence of a binary companion, as simulations of
circumbinary disks suggest that tidal interactions will typically
truncate the disk at ∼2–3 times the binary semimajor axis
(Artymowicz & Lubow 1994). If the dynamically cleared region
extends out to the characteristic radius at which envelope
accretion occurs, then there will be no disk left for accreted
material to encounter. The process of envelope accretion has not
been modeled in the case of a protostellar binary, but it seems
plausible that some of the material would accrete ballistically
directly down to the central stars (Bate 1997), while the rest
would be tidally driven back out toward the envelope. If little or
none of the material accretes onto the outer circumbinary disk,
then the disk would be cut off from replenishment as it viscously
evolves to accrete its own mass down to the central stars.

Even if material in the envelope accretes onto the outer
circumbinary disk, the disk could still face a shorter lifetime
due to stronger disk dispersal processes. For example, typical
circumstellar disks seem to be affected by photoevaporation
only at late stages of their evolution, after most of their mass has
been accreted to the central star (e.g., Alexander & Armitage
2009; Alexander et al. 2006). Before this point, the bulk of
the disk is self-shielded by the inner edge of the disk at radii
of !0.1 AU, which is too deep inside the gravitational radius
(RG ∼ 5–10 AU) to be photoevaporated. However, the inner
edge of a circumbinary disk is much higher in the potential
well, and so even though the flux of UV photons in the direct
radiation field is much lower, those photons would be sufficient
to drive disk material completely out of the system. Tides from
the central binary could also promote enhanced coalescence
of material in the disk, potentially driving enhanced accretion
episodes that would drain the disk more quickly down to the
central stars via processes like FU Ori outbursts (e.g., Reipurth
& Aspin 2004). One potential test for this hypothesis would
be to study very short-period systems, with periods of days
to weeks, since these binaries would interact with most of the
disk in a manner similar to single stars. However, the sample
of spectroscopic binaries is small and might be biased. Three
of the five known spectroscopic binaries (SBs) in Taurus with
P < 1 yr have disks (Reipurth et al. 1990; Mathieu et al. 1997;
Simon et al. 2000; Duchêne et al. 2003; White & Hillenbrand
2005), yielding a frequency of 60+16

−22%. The recent discovery of
the transiting circumbinary planet Kepler-16b clearly indicates
that gas giant planet formation can occur around short-period
systems (Doyle et al. 2011).

It is unclear why a significant fraction of all binary systems
(∼1/3) would not be affected by these processes. Indeed, some
of the oldest disks in our sample are associated with binary
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This pattern is established within <1 Myr. Also see Cheetham et al. (2015) for 

an update confirming the frequency in Oph, the youngest nearby SFR.

(Kraus et al. 2012)



The Multiplicity Correction for Singles
It seems that many of 
the disk-free stars in 
these 1-2 Myr 
associations are 
binaries; if we remove 
them, the disk fraction 
of genuinely single 
stars goes up by ~10-
20%.

Open question: 
What happens 
inside a few AU?
(Disk fractions from Hillenbrand 
2005).



Under this picture, 
most circumstellar
disks last at least 1-2 
Myr; most circumbinary
disks, on the other 
hand, seem to 
disperse promptly. 

Numerous surveys 
have found that even 
circumstellar disks are 
mostly gone by 5 Myr, 
though. (Carpenter et al. 2006)

Disk Lifetimes

(Figure from Alexander & Armitage 2009)



Punchlines from Disk Existence
1. Many young binary systems host disks; for 

those wider than solar-system scales (50 AU), 
binarity might not even matter

2. On solar-system scales, disks still exist, but 
~2/3 of close binaries do not host disks even 
when almost all singles and wide binaries do

3. This pattern is established early; even the 
youngest populations (<1 Myr) have a low disk 
frequency among close binaries

Open question: Why do ~1/3 of disks survive?



Part 2: Dynamical Signatures of 
Disk/Binary Interactions



Disks Survive in Extreme Binaries
ROXs 47 Aab

a=5 AU
e=0.82
Rperi ~ 1 AU

Orbit is very 
eccentric, and 
yet the disk has 
survived (so 
far). Why?

Many more orbits coming or recently arrived; Schaefer 
et al. (2014, 2018); Rizzuto et al (2020)

Rizzuto et al. (2016)



Accretion & Disks for Each Star in Binaries

Individual SEDs and binary orbit of DF Tau AB 
(above), and individual K-band spectra for S CrA AB 
and VV CrA AB (right). Individual SEDs show that 
DF Tau has a disk around its primary, but 
apparently none around its secondary. The 
individual spectra reveal accretion (shown by 
Brackett-γ emission), indicating there are disks 
around both components of S CrA and VV CrA.

A unified story has not yet emerged as to why, even if there is a disk, it might be around 
primary, or secondary, or both. Samples are growing, though! (e.g., Akeson et al. 2019)

Allen et al. (2017)

Sullivan et al. (2020)

Lisa Prato can tell you 
more about these 

results on Tuesday!



Circumbinary
Disks

As first seen in the 1990s (e.g., Jensen 
& Mathieu 1996), disk-hosting binary 
systems often lack excess emission at 
short wavelengths, indicating an inner 
gap cleared in a circumbinary disk. 

A more recent example is CoKu Tau/4, 
where modeling suggests the inner 10-
15 AU of the disk have been cleared; 
this had been attributed to active planet 
formation. (Quillen et al. 2004)

It turns out that CoKu Tau/4 is an ~8 AU 
binary (Ireland & Kraus 2008); the disk 
truncation can be explained by binary 
tidal truncation (e.g., Nagel et al. 2010).

Nagel et al. (2010)

Ireland & Kraus (2008)



Disks & Binaries at Millimeter Wavelengths

(DSHARP; Kurtovic et al. 2018)

(Nature + ALMA Collaboration et al. 2015)

With first the SMA and later ALMA, disks can now 
be directly imaged in the emission from their dust 
and gas. These observations yield masses, 
orientations, and a detailed view of their structure.

HL Tau started a revolution, and now there is a 
flood of results (such as from the DSHARP survey).



Disk Masses/Sizes in Binaries
Jensen et al. (1997) and 
later Harris et al. (2012) 
measured the submm
flux (a proxy for disk 
mass) as a function of 
binary separation.

Compared to single stars 
and wide binaries, even 
40-400 AU binaries have 
disk fluxes suppressed 
by a factor of 5, while 4-
40 AU binaries are 
suppressed by another 
factor of 5.

Maybe disk mass varies 
with semimajor axis?

Harris et al. (2012)



Or Possibly Disk 

Truncation + Inward 

Migration of Solids

Manara et al. (2019) resolved 

disks in binaries with ALMA, 

and they’re typically smaller 

than the truncation radius. 

Maybe fluxes are low because 

they’re small + optically thick? 

Consistent with surveys of older 

regions (Barenfeld et al. 2019), 

where the connection between 

disk flux and binary separation 

disappears, perhaps because 

the solids migrated inward and 

made all dust disks small.

(Manara et al (2019)

(Manara et al (2019)



Disk Alignment in Wide Binaries

(Jensen et al. 2004)

(Jensen & Akeson (2014)

How dynamically active is the binary + planet 

formation process? Do the stars move around, 

scatter off each other, etc? 

The degree of such interactions, reflected in 

randomization of spin or orbit vectors, might tell 

us why some disks survived.

This said, wider binaries 

(1000s to 1000s of AU)  

appear to have some 

scatter in the 

orientations between 

the two disks. Often 

agree within ~10-20 

degrees, but not zero.



Disk-Orbit Alignment

Orbit of GK Tau around GI Tau
Note, P~105 years!
(Pearce et al. 2020)

Inclination 
of Orbit

Long et al. (2019) found disk 
inclinations of ~140 deg. The orbit’s 

orientation is consistent with the 
orientations of both disks, 

suggesting this may have been a 
pretty calm system so far.(Long et al. 2019)



Circumbinary Disk Gaps & Alignment

HD 98800Bab AK Sco AB

Czekala et al. (2019)

For circumbinary disks around the short-period binaries (P < 1 month), alignment seems 

to be common (as for AK Sco). For wider orbits, the disk orientation becomes less 

correlated, with even some polar configurations seen (as for HD 98800B). This might be 

consistent with what’s seen for Kepler’s circumbinary planets. (Czekala et al. 2019)



Punchlines from Disk Properties

l Binaries sculpt disks in observable ways, 
carving openings both internal (circumbinary
gaps) and external (truncation)

l Disks survive in extreme configurations, such 
as very high eccentricity

l Alignment certainly isn’t universal, but tests at 
solar-system scales have been challenging



Part 4: Final Boundary 
Condition: Planets in Binary 

Systems



Imaging for Wide 
Binaries Among RV 

Planet Hosts
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two stars or S+B in the case of a star with a brown-dwarf com-
panion. We derive the ratio between the companion mass and
the total system-mass (µ), as well as the critical semi-major axes
(ac). We also list the orbital properties of all exoplanets detected
in these stellar systems.

We consider here only systems whose exoplanets (m sin(i) <
13 MJup) are published in refereed papers until the end of 2005.
We excluded two systems from the table – the WDS binary
HD 11964, and the triple system HD 219449 A+BC, because the
exoplanets in these stellar systems were both announced, but not
published in a refereed paper. In total, the table includes 29 sys-
tems, 24 binaries, and 5 triple systems – HD 188753, 16 Cyg,
HD 178911, HD 40979, and HD 41004.

The whole sample can be subdivided into two classes of
systems. Class-1 systems are confirmed common-proper-motion
pairs whose projected separations are known from astrometric
measures but their orbital parameters (e.g. semi-major axes, ec-
centricity) are unknown. For these systems we always used the
projected separations as an estimate of the semi-major axes and
assumed an orbital eccentricity of e = 0.5, which is a good esti-
mate for wide multiple-star systems (see e.g. eccentricity distri-
bution of wide binaries from Söderhjelm 1999). For 5 systems,
only the orbital parameters are known from either astrometric
(Hartkopf et al. 2005) or radial-velocity measurements (Hatzes
et al. 2003). These special systems are denoted as Class-2
systems.

In the majority of cases (exceptions are summarized under
remarks in Table 6), we derived the masses of the companions
using their apparent 2MASS infrared magnitudes, the Hipparcos
parallaxes of the exoplanet host stars, and the magnitude-mass
conversion of the 5 Gyr Baraffe et al. (1998) models. For the
masses of the exoplanet host stars, we used the mass-estimates
from Santos et al. (2004), if available (for exceptions see remarks
in Table 6).

With the masses and semi-major axes from Table 6, we
can derive the orbital periods of all planet host stellar systems
and compare their distribution with the period distribution of
an unbiased comparison binary sample with G type primaries
(Duquennoy & Mayor 1991), which are both shown in Fig. 15.
We determined the semi-major axes of Class-1 systems with the
relation between semi-major axes a and projected separations
sep also used by Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) (log(a/sep) =
0.13). For Class-2 systems, we used the given orbital periods
derived from orbit fitting. Apparently, there is a lack of close
planet host stellar systems. Most of the detected planet host bi-
naries are found with orbital periods 6 < log(P[days]) < 7 while
the unbiased control sample exhibits its peak in the period bin
4 < log(P[days]) < 5.

The difference between the two period distributions is proba-
bly the result of an observational selection effect, due to the diffi-
culty detecting planets in close binary systems using the radial-
velocity technique. If we assume a limit-angular separation of
2.5 arcsec for the planet search in binaries, this yields a limit-
ing orbital period of log(P[days] ∼ 5.6, calculated with the av-
erage distance of the exoplanet host stars (40 pc) and a binary
total mass of 1 M⊙. Indeed, we count only 6 planet host binaries
with shorter orbital periods and 23 with longer orbital periods.
Most of these close systems are composed of a bright exoplanet
host star and a much fainter secondary star that does not disturb
the radial-velocity planet search technique. Only a systematic
planet-search in wide and close binary systems would be able
to indicate whether planet host binaries tend to be more widely
separated than binaries without planets.
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Fig. 15. The relative frequencies of the approximated orbital periods
of planet host binaries (grey bars) and an unbiased comparison binary
sample (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) with G type primaries (white bars).

Fig. 16. Hipparcos photometry of all exoplanet host stars located in
multiple-star systems. The absolute V-band magnitudes are obtained
with distances derived from the Hipparcos parallaxes. For comparison
we show the expected colors and magnitudes of dwarfs, subgiants, and
giants taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1982).

Most of the exoplanet host stars that reside in multiple-
star systems are dwarfs with spectral types between late F
and early K. Their properties are well-known, derived from
spectroscopy and astrometry. The location of these stars in
a color-magnitude diagram is shown in Fig. 16. The absolute
V-band magnitudes are determined with distances from
Hipparcos (Perryman & ESA 1997), which also provides the
V- and B-band photometry. For comparison, we plot continuous
lines that present the intrinsic colors and magnitudes of dwarfs,
subgiants, and giants (data from Schmidt-Kaler 1982). The
brightest and most evolved stars in the sample are HD 89744 A,
γCep A, and HD 27442 A.

HD 89744 A is classified as an F7V dwarf. However, both its
low surface-gravity log(g[cm/s2]) = 3.98 ± 0.05 (Santos et al.
2004) and its position in the color-magnitude diagram are only
marginally consistent with the dwarf classification, which indi-
cates that this star has already evolved.

The planet host star γCep A (Hatzes et al. 2003) is listed in
the Hipparcos catalogue as a subgiant with a spectral type K1IV.
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Fig. 3. The first-epoch SofI small-field image of the exoplanet host star
HD 27442 observed in December 2002. The total integration time of
this H-band image is 10 min. Several faint companion candidates were
detected (S/N > 10). The co-moving companion HD 27442 B is visible
about 13 arcsec northeast of the bright exoplanet host star.
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Fig. 4. The derived proper motion of all companion candidates detected
in our NTT images (S/N > 10) from epochs 12/02 and 07/04. The
expected proper motion of the primary is derived from Hipparcos data
and is shown as a small white square in the plot.

The SofI detection limit versus distance to HD 27442 A is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5. In both SofI images, the seeing is ∼0.8 arcsec
and a limiting magnitude (S/N = 10) of H = 18.0 mag is
reached beyond ∼30 arcsec (547 AU) in the background-limited
region. According to Baraffe et al. (2003), the limiting magni-
tude allows the detection of substellar companions with masses
down to 0.055 M⊙ at the approximated age of the exoplanet host
star of 10 Gyr. With the high-contrast AO observations obtained
by Chauvin et al. (2006) and our SofI wide-field imaging data of
the HD 27442 AB system, additional stellar companions of the
exoplanet host star, with projected separations between ∼30 AU
and 1200 AU, can be ruled out.

Chauvin et al. (2006) combined their J- and KS-band NACO
photometry of HD 27442 B with its visible magnitude listed in
the WDS catalogue and concluded that the companion photom-
etry is inconsistent with a main sequence star or a brown dwarf
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Fig. 5. The detection limit (S/N = 10) of our SofI H-band images of
HD 27442 for a range of angular separations given in arcsec at the bot-
tom and as projected separations in AU at the top. At ∼2.5 arcsec sat-
uration occurs (doted line), i.e. companions with a projected separa-
tion closer than 46 AU are not detectable. At a system age of 10 Gyr
all stellar companions (m≥ 0.075 M⊙) are detectable beyond 6.8 arcsec
(∼125 AU), as illustrated by a dashed line.

at the distance of the exoplanet host star. Instead, the photometry
of the co-moving companion is consistent with what is predicted
by the evolutionary model of Bergeron et al. (2001) for white
dwarfs with hydrogen- or helium-rich atmospheres, with a mass
ranging between 0.3 and 1.2 M⊙ and an effective temperature
ranging between 9000 and 17 000 K.

We can confirm the white dwarf hypothesis by comparing
the visible WDS and SofI H-band photometry of HD 27442 B
with known white dwarfs. The average H-band photometry of
HD 27442 B in the two SofI images is H = 12.871± 0.085 mag,
which is consistent with a MH = 11.566 ± 0.087 mag object at
the distance of the exoplanet host star. With V = 12.5 ± 0.1 mag
from the WDS catalogue, this yields the color of the compan-
ion V −H = −0.37± 0.13 mag. Figure 6 shows HD 27442 B in a
color-magnitude (MH−V−H) diagram, together with the known
white dwarfs from the Palomar Green Survey (Liebert et al.
2005), and old white dwarfs from Bergeron et al. (2001). Most of
the white dwarfs are well-separated from the isochrone of low-
mass stellar objects. They are faint and much bluer than low-
mass stellar objects with a similar brightness. Only the youngest
(age ≤ 0.29 Gyr), hottest (T ≤ 70 000 K), and therefore almost
brightest white dwarfs in the comparison sample extend to the
upper-right corner of the diagram reaching the stellar isochrone.
These relatively young white dwarfs are brighter and redder than
their older analogues.

The photometry of HD 27442 B is consistent with a white
dwarf companion at the distance of the exoplanet host star. We
find several white dwarfs in the Palomar Green Survey with
V- and H-band magnitudes that are comparable with those of
HD 27442 B. The properties of these white dwarfs are summa-
rized in Table 3.

Finally, the white dwarf nature of HD 27442 B, derived so far
only from colors and absolute magnitudes, has to be confirmed
with spectroscopy. Therefore, we obtained follow-up spectra of
the companion, which are presented in Sect. 3.

Magrauer et al. (2007) showed 
that RV planets might have a 
shortage of close binary 
companions, but there’s a 
heavy selection bias in planet 
discovery that could be 
affecting the results. Also see 
Desidera & Barbieri (2009) and 
Duchene (2010).



Some nearby binaries do host planets (e.g. Gamma Cep). Most 
searches are forced to anti-select against close binaries though.

Due to low spatial resolution, 
Kepler is (mostly) indifferent to 
multiplicity status – though we 

can discuss caveats.

Binarity in the Kepler Sample

(NASA)

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Astronomical_Transit.gif)



Planet Demographics in Binaries

Red = Observed, Blue = Simulation of known binary occurrence 
rate with Malmquist bias + detection limits included

KOI Binaries
(Kraus et al. 2016)

Forward-modeled Raghavan et al. (2010)



Planets are Suppressed in Close Binaries

Model: Suppress close binaries inside a < 50 AU by a 
suppression factor of 2/3.

Modified Raghavan et al. (2010)

KOI Binaries
(Kraus et al. 2016)



Wider Binaries Look Like Single Stars

Now common to observe candidate planet hosts with high-resolution imaging to screen 
for identify binaries, in case they might cause spurious signals (Ziegler et al. 2017, 
2021; Furlan et al. 2017). These are supporting sample sizes in the thousands at 
moderate spatial resolution and in the hundreds at the highest spatial resolution.

Now multiply confirmed the deficit of planets in close binaries, but also finding that the 
planets in wider binaries are indistinguishable from single stars (e.g., Lester et al. 2021).

Modified Raghavan et al. (2010)

KOI Binaries
(Kraus et al. 2016)

TESS Binaries
(Ziegler et al. 2019, 2021)



Kepler-444

– 22 –

Fig. 8.— Transit light curves for the five planets orbiting Kepler-444. From panels a to e: Transits of planets
Kepler-444b, Kepler-444c, Kepler-444d, Kepler-444e, and Kepler-444f, respectively. The photometric light
curves have been phase-folded on the orbital period of the planets to show the observed data as a function
of orbital phase. Individual data points are shown as gray dots. Blue dots correspond to a binning of
individual data points, shown only for clarity. The magnitude of the associated error bars is then given by
the standard deviation of the data making up each bin divided by the square root of the number of points
in the bin. These error bars are comparable in size to the blue dots. The best-fitting transit model, based
on the maximum a posteriori parameter estimates, is shown as a red line.

Campante et al. (2015)

tight pair of 
M dwarfs 
(<0.3 AU)

68 AU orbit @ 37 pc
Expect 23 mas/yr orbital motion

Actually see 1 mas/yr

Host of 5 
planets with 
P<10 days

Stars & Planets Might be Aligned

Results from Dupuy et al. (2016)
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Fig. 5.—: The orbit of the Kepler-444BC system in the frame of the planet host star Kepler-444A (black star). Our best-fit

orbit is shown in black, and 100 randomly drawn orbits from our MCMC analysis are shown in gray. Orbit locations that

correspond to the range of our observation epochs are shown in red. Left: the orbit in plane of the sky, which is consistent with

being seen edge on. Right: the same orbits shown deprojected in a top down view of the orbital plane. The orbit is currently

close to apoastron with almost no motion in the plane of the sky.

a = 36.6�0.8 AU
e = 0.864�0.023

closest approach
5.0�1.0 AU

Dupuy et al., submitted

How in the world (x5) do you make this?

Dupuy et al. (2016)
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Fig. 5.—: The orbit of the Kepler-444BC system in the frame of the planet host star Kepler-444A (black star). Our best-fit

orbit is shown in black, and 100 randomly drawn orbits from our MCMC analysis are shown in gray. Orbit locations that

correspond to the range of our observation epochs are shown in red. Left: the orbit in plane of the sky, which is consistent with

being seen edge on. Right: the same orbits shown deprojected in a top down view of the orbital plane. The orbit is currently

close to apoastron with almost no motion in the plane of the sky.

≈1−2 AU truncated disk 
gave rise to 5 planets at 

0.04−0.08 AU  

total mass ≈ 1.5 MEarth 

Dupuy et al. (2016) 

Full Disk à Super-Earth? 

Truncated Disk à Mars? 
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Planets + Stars
are dynamically 

connected
(Dupuy et al. in prep)

Not Always Aligned, but Frequently!



Are Wide Binaries Aligned?

KOI-244
2 Planets

KOI-1803
1 Planet (not FP!)

Both planetary systems are edge-on (transiting).
Is the whole system aligned? (Pearce et al. 2020)

8” = 2000 AU
SDSS



OFTI Fit of Gaia Motion (Pearce et al. 2020)

Binary orbit is modestly, but 
conclusively misaligned.



Punchlines from Planetary Systems 
1. The “suppression” effect for planets in close 

binaries is a good match to the effect for disks 
– inside 50 AU, a factor of ~3.

2. Outside 50 AU, occurrence rates might be 
similar between wide binaries and singles

3. Relative-orientation distributions look similar to 
disk-hosting young binaries, at least thus far.

4. Planets are found even in some very eccentric 
binaries. Interesting opportunity to “test” the 
impact of disk size on planet properties?



Lessons for Planet Formation
l When there is a binary companion on solar-system 

scales, it suppresses planet formation by a large factor 
(not 100%, but >50%)

l Something like 2/3 of close binaries (i.e., 20% of all 
stars) fail one of these steps. This means all the 
planets are orbiting the other 80% of stars.

l The impact of binarity is early and fast. Disk effects 
are locked in by ~1 Myr, and planetary populations at 
5 Gyr look similar to disk populations at 1-5 Myr.

l Open question: What key features establish which 
close binaries keep their disks and form planets?


